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RIVERA, DIEGO  (1886-1957) 


Illustrations for the Popol Vuh, 1930-1931
 


Diego Rivera’s work of a series of illustrations for a translation of the Popol Vuh by North American writer John Weatherwax. The Popol Vuh or council book recounts the ideas and traditions, origins and dynastic chronology up to the year 1550 of the ancient Quiché Maya. Beginning as oral tradition, the Popol Vuh was sent down in hieroglyphic form, then into an “alphabetic substitute” before being transcribed and translated into Spanish by the Dominican friar Francisco Ximénez in the 18th century.  


Relying on his considerable knowledge of pre-Columbian codices and sculpture, Rivera brilliantly conjures up the epic narrative for the “listener”/viewer.  His imagery, like the language of the Popol Vuh itself, “paints in brightest colors the life and thoughts of a great people.”  It provides stunning access to a pre-Cortés civilization irrevocably changed by historical events.   from the creation story, the hero-twins’ confrontation with the Lords of the Underworld, to worship of a god by “our [Quiché Maya] forefathers,” according to Weatherwax’s translation. 


“The Creation”  


The Popol Vuh begins with an account of the creation of the world and several attempts to create humans.  The “two snake gods … who existed in the heart of the heavens … Lightening-flash-and-clap-of-thunder and Green feathered Serpent.  High over the sea they hovered,” encircle schematic and symbolic representations of earth and water, creatures of the sea and land and plants centered around humans.  Their fashioning proves difficult for the gods.  Clay is first tried, then wood, and finally maize, a staple of the Quiché Maya, which does prove workable.  Rivera carefully differentiates by color and form the two stiff, awkward failures from the more fully organically realized, sexually defined couple.  Because this watercolor uniquely bears Rivera’s full signature and a color bar across the bottom, probably to facilitate color reproduction, this sheet may be Rivera’s first for the Popol Vuh project.  Weatherwax praised it as the only one Rivera made “on the subject ‘The Creation’ according to Maya-Quiché legend;” a watercolor entitled “La créacion del universo” in the Museo Casa Diego Rivera, Guanajuato, contains neither the gods nor their struggle to create humans.


“Trials of Hero-Twins” 


The principal protagonists of the Popol Vuh are One Hunahpu and Seven Hanahpu (in Weatherwax’s translation One Magician and Seven-Times-a-Magician) and One Hanaphu’s twin sons Hanahpu and Xbalanque (in Weatherwax’s translation Sun Tiger and Moon Tiger).  And their conflict and competition with the Lords of the Underworld is the text’s main substance.  Like their father and uncle before them, the hero-twins are subjected to a series of trials by the Lords of the Underworld in the Houses of Gloom, Lances, Cold, Tigers, Fire, and Bats.  Sun Tiger is decapitated in the last house but miraculously reappears to join his brother in a final ballgame against the Lords, vanquishing them once and for all, cutting them into pieces.  Thus the twins avenge their father and uncle, who “go up into the vault of the skies.”  A nearly identical depiction, “Los mansiones de Xibalba [Underworld]” in the Museo Casa Diego Rivera, varies only in that borders cause the six houses to be seen simultaneously in plan and elevation.  


 “Human Sacrifice before Tohil”   


The first humans are given four gods, one of which, according to Weatherwax’s translation, is Tohil, “the first to create fire.” Because dawn has not yet occurred at this point, the cold is almost unbearable for humans.  In exchange for the gift of fire, Tohil instructs humans to perform sacrifices; “they should cut themselves open; that from under their ribs up under their armpits their hearts should be torn out … Next, make holes in your ears, and likewise prick your elbows and knees; offer as a sacrifice the flood that flowers from them.  In these ways shall your gratitude be shown.” A sheet consisting of many of the same elements, albeit with Tohil standing rather than squatting, is in the Museo Casa Diego Rivera.


